Abstract-Within the context of trajectory planning for autonomous vehicles this paper proposes methods for efficient encoding of motion primitives in neural networks on top of model-based and gradient-free reinforcement learning. It is distinguished between 5 core aspects: system model, network architecture, training algorithm, training tasks selection and hardware/software implementation. For the system model, a kinematic (3-states-2-controls) and a dynamic (16-states-2-controls) vehicle model are compared. For the network architecture, 3 feedforward structures are compared including weighted skip connections. For the training algorithm, virtual velocity constraints and network scheduling are proposed. For the training tasks, different feature vector selections are discussed. For the implementation, aspects of gradient-free learning using 1 GPU and the handling of perturbation noise therefore are discussed. The effects of proposed methods are illustrated in experiments encoding up to 14625 motion primitives. The capabilities of tiny neural networks with as few as 10 scalar parameters when scheduled on vehicle velocity are emphasized.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION A. Motivation of a neural network approach for control
Control methods that permit small sampling times, highdimensional nonlinear nonconvex system models, and long planning horizons are very desirable. This also holds for autonomous driving. To underline complexity, for a sampling time of 0.01s and look-ahead time of 2s a time-based prediction horizon of 200 sampling instances is needed. This motivates offline encoding of motion primitives in neural networks (NNs), before their employment online in combination with a reference waypoint selector. The main disadvantage is that typically high computational power is needed for the encoding of a large number of motion primitives in NNs.
B. Problem formulation and contribution
The problem addressed in this paper is to develop methods for efficient encoding of motion primitives in NNs. For clarity, it is stressed that the focus is here solely on aspects to improve the encoding process, in particular, for dynamic vehicle models. Not discussed here are all recursive feasibility related problems that arise in closed-loop control, for scenarios unseen during training and model mismatches (subject of ongoing work). The following main contributions are made. First, specific virtual velocity constraints (VVC) are proposed. It is motivated how these must be handled differently for kinematic and dynamic vehicle models. For the latter, a specific 1-scalar network extension is suggested. Second, network scheduling is proposed, whereby vehicle velocity is used as scheduling variable. Third, various feature vector selections are discussed, before a preferred 4D choice is motivated. Fourth, 3 feedforward structures are compared including weighted skip connections. Fifth, details of the GPU-implementation and a full 16-states-2-controls dynamic mgplessen@gmail.com vehicle model are discussed. Sixth, the benefits and capabilities of tiny NNs with as few as 10 parameters are illustrated.
C. Related work
Regarding the training method, this paper is based on the TSHC-algorithm (task separation with hill climbing) [1] , which itself was motivated by the ES-algorithm (evolution strategies) [2] . Note that ES can be considered a gradientbased algorithm since it performs stochastic gradient descent via an operation similar to a finite-difference approximation of the gradient [3] , however, generating more robust policies [4] . In contrast, TSHC is a truely gradient-free algorithm (hill climbing), which is designed specifically for deterministic encoding of motion primitives in NNs. This paper differs from [1] according to above listed 6 contributions.
Regarding control by motion primitives, this approach differs from methods derived from [5] , which require online search of look-up tables, e.g., using a GPU for exhaustive search [6] . In contrast, when encoding motion primitives in a NN, explicit search is not required. Instead, a feature vector relating the current state to a next desired state (waypoint) is fed to the network to generate control commands.
Regarding NN architectures, this paper extends recently proposed SCNs (structured control nets) [7] , which combine a linear term mapping from network input to control channels additively with a nonlinear term resulting from a multilayer perceptron (MLP). In contrast, one of the discussed network architectures adds linearly weighted skip connections between all downstream layers. Skip connections are not new [8] , but popular for learning very deep architectures [9] .
Regarding vision-based end-to-end learning approaches [10] , [11] , the proposed approach fundamentally differs in that it is founded on model-based training. This offers the advantage that certificates about learnt control performance can be provided by statement of (i) the vehicle-model used for training, and (ii) the encoded motion primitives (training tasks) and their associated low-dimensional feature vectors. In contrast, providing equivalent certificates for vision-based end-to-end learning methods is in general much more difficult due to the high dimensionality of images.
Finally, it is noted that a closed-loop control system based on encoded motion primitives must always be seen in combination with a reference setpoint selector that is determining waypoints or features to be fed to the NN, which must account for obstacles and thus primarily solve nonconvex optimization problems. For exemplatory approaches see [12] - [17] . Explicit reference setpoint selection as well as a preceding perception module (fusing proprio-and exteroceptive sensor measurements) are not the focus of this paper. This paper is organized as follows. Vehicle models, network architectures, training algorithm and implementation details are discussed in Sections II-V. Simulation experiments are reported in Section VI, before concluding.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Kinematic 3-states vehicle model
The equations of motion of a well-known simple kinematic vehicle model are:
, with wheelbase L (in simulations 2.69m). This model has 3 states (position-coordinates and heading) and 2 controls (steering angle δ and velocity v). Both controls are additionally constrained by absolute and rate actuation limits to emulate steering and 0-100/100-0km/h ac/deceleration performance of the dynamic vehicle model described next.
B. Dynamic 16-states vehicle model
Equations of motion of a 16-states dynamic vehicle model are derived by extending the bicycle model [18] 1 by aerodynamic friction forces, roll-, yaw-and four-wheel-dynamics:
Note that (1) is based on the Pacejka "magic formula" tyre model [19] . In addition, [20] and [21] were used for its derivation. Because of the general importance of models for all model-based control and reinforcement learning algorithms, the entire C++ code excerpt is provided in Appendix A, including all system parameters which are extended from [18] and modified (among others) such that a 0-100/100-0km/h ac/deceleration performance of 7.4/3.8s is obtained.
If-else distinctions are convenient for model formulations and imply logical constraints. In the context of optimal control, these can be translated into integer linear inqualities [22] yielding mixed-integer optimization problems. Note that logical constraints require no special treatment when encoding motion primitives in NNs via gradient-free learning. 1 Used as starting point since discussing a high-dimensional dynamic vehicle model and providing all hyperparameters for reproduction. 
before T a,t is distributed to drive-and brake-torques at the different wheels. [1] (instead of, e.g., distinguishing front-wheel drive and 4 brake commands). This is done to compare kinematic and dynamic models with both having 2 controls. It implies that physical acceleration and braking actuators are never activated simultaneously.
C. Discussion of vehicle model and feature vector selection
Three more comments about vehicle models are made. First, higher-fidelity vehicle models offer the potential of reducing control delays to a minimum. Therefore vehicles may be modeled to a degree such that the lowest-possible actuation commands are controlled, e.g., pulse-width modulated (PWM) signals. In contrast, simple kinematic models usually require additional cascaded low-level control for the mapping from PWM to velocity. For example, see [23] for spatial-based velocity control using a kinematic model. Second, multiple system parameters which typically characterize higher-dimensional dynamic vehicle models offer means for robustifying control by encoding motion primitives for different system parameter settings.
Third, the choice of feature vector s t input to the NN controller may not necessarily be affected by the vehicle model. Various feature vectors are considered. In this paper, for example, a 5-, 6-and 7D selection are considered. The first is defined as s t = [ to account for different velocity effects on the dynamics. Note that the first two options for s t are identical for both kinematic and dynamic vehicle model. However, the third option varies due to the different interpretation of a t [1] for the two models. The dimension of s t may influence the number of training tasks. This is since without a priori knowledge about meaningful training tasks, the simplest method to generate training tasks is to grid over the elements of s t .
III. NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The processing of feature vector s t by NNs is discussed.
A. Fully Structured Control Nets (FSCNs)
Fully structured control nets (FSCNs) are introduced as
with parameters to learn
, ∀l = 0, . . . , N l − 1 and j = 0, . . . , N l − 1 with j < l. For the remainder of this paper all parameters to be learnt shall be summarized in a vector denoted by θ initialized by small zero-mean Gaussian noise (with a standard deviation of 0.001). For illustration of the concept of FSCNs see also 
= n a are fixed as the dimensions of feature vector s t and controls a t , respectively.
B. Discussion of neural network architectures
Five remarks are made. First, FSCNs (3) extend recently proposed structured control nets (SCNs) [7] , which for comparison read:
. Thus, in contrast to (3), SCNs only add one linear term from network input to output. In Sect. VI-C, both architectures plus the standard multilayer perceptron (MLP) are compared. MLPs itself are identical to SCNs minus the additional linear term.
Second, weighted skip connections are introduced as in (3b) and (3d). Since these weights are initialized by small Gaussian noise with zero-mean, FSCNs initially resemble MLPs. Alternatively, initialization as identity mappings (plus small Gaussian noise) rather than around zero were also tested (then more emphasizing the skip-aspect) but not found to accelerate learning at the early training phase.
Third, in this paper small NNs (with few parameters) that still enable encoding of all motion primitives (training tasks) are desired. Small NNs are preferrable since they (i) permit faster network evaluation, which is favorable for both faster offline training and online control execution, and (ii) reduce large hardware storage requirements for parameters. For perspective, in [3] huge 4M+ parameter networks are mentioned for playing Atari games (requiring image processing). In contrast, we here seek to reduce the number of parameters as much as possible. The benefits of small networks become most apparent when training with limited computational ressources. The effects on training times are demonstrated in the experiments of Sect. VI-B.
Fourth, in contrast to MLPs, in general a t ∈ [−1, 1] in (3d) cannot be guaranteed. This is because of its affine term. In experiments capping and an additional tanh(·) activation were tested but found to not accelerate learning (on the contrary). Note that a t ∈ [−1, 1] is ultimately ensured through physical actuator absolute and rate constraints.
Fifth, as will be shown, for the encoding of motion primitives based on dynamic vehicle models that do not control velocity directly, a NN-extension was found to be very useful for the handling of spatial virtual velocity constraints (VVCs). These constraints and the corresponding network extension are presented next and consequently applied to all 3 NNs discussed: FSCNs, SCNs and MLPs.
IV. TRAINING ALGORITHM This section states key aspects of the proposed algorithm for efficient encoding of motion primitives in above NNs.
A. Virtual Velocity Constraints and Network Extension
The notion of virtual velocity constraints (VVCs) is adopted from [1, Sect. III-B]. However, due to the dynamic vehicle model used here and to remove 1 hyperparameter, modifications on VVCs are made as follows. First, let
with a t [1] being output of a NN for both cases of training on a kinematic and dynamic vehicle model, and let
VVC , respectively. Third, and now differentiating between the cases of training on a kinematic and dynamic vehicle model, set
and
for the former and latter cases, respectively. Here, a
is such that T a,t = 0 and θ VVC is a scalar parameter to be learnt. However, only when training based on a dynamic vehicle model. Ultimately, a t [i] for i = 0, 1 are applied to physical actuator absolute and rate constraints accounting for a t−1 [i] at the previous sampling time.
Several comments are made. First, the VVCs of (5) are spatially independent of goal proximity. This has several benefits: (i) due to the ± 5 3.6 -margin feasibility can be guaranteed even for training tasks that demand, e.g., only a small lateral displacement of the vehicle for a desired starting and end velocity of 0km/h, and (ii) no hyperparameters and additional measures are required to threshold spatial goal proximity.
Second, the ± is a heuristic choice. In general, it may be regared as a hyperparameter. However, here it is considered as fixed and to be interpreted as tolerable limitedly small velocity variation (for over/undershoots). The velocity corridor provided by [v min VVC , v max VVC ] encourages to always quickly and monotonously approach the target velocity. This property is (i) in general desirable, especially for throughput maximization and when it is encouraged and permitted by traffic to drive at speed limits (e.g., for urban driving), and (ii) encourages at most one velocity-sign change for the reaching of the goal velocity and state.
Third, VVCs can be regarded as a filter for the a t [1]-output from a NN. As indicated in (7), for training on the dynamic vehicle model scalar θ VVC must be learnt in addition to the other NN parameters. Since velocity is not controlled directly the encoding of motion primitives based on dynamic vehicle models is more complicated. In preliminary tests a variety of alternative filter functions were tested. The simple form of (7) was found to be suitable. It requires just one scalar parameter and resembles a P-controller with nonlinear activation function. Note that a t [1] = a thres v when v x,t =ṽ t . Fourth and to summarize, VVCs are motivated (i) to accelerate learning, and (ii) to avoid velocity-over/undershoots until reaching of desired goal-poses. The benefits of VVCs for both training on a kinematic and a dynamic vehicle model are illustrated in the experiments of Sect. VI-A. They are found to be essential for efficient encoding of motion primitives in NNs, especially when training on sparse rewards as motivated in [1, Sect. III-B].
B. Task Separation with Hill Climbing
The gradient-free TSHC algorithm with refinement step [1] is used for training, whereby perturbation hyperparameter σ pert ∼ U[10, 1000] is selected randomly according to a uniform distribution at every parameter iteration to reduce the number of difficult to select hyperparameters (which would occur when instead using a fixed or adaptive σ pert ). This is relevant for the generation of n parameter solution candidates
with Gaussian distributed ξ i ∼ N (0, I) for all i = 1, . . . , n.
To summarize, all hyperparameters remaining for the training algorithm are: N restarts , N max iter , n, T max and . The number of restarts N restarts and maximum number of iterations per restart N max iter may be selected according to desired total training time. When training on a GPU we may select n as the product of the number of blocks and threads per block used for asynchronous training. In general a feasibility guarantee of all motion primitives can be given since training is conducted obstacle-free, which encourages to select the maximum number of permitted time-steps to solve a training task T max large. On the other hand, an unnecessarily conservative choice prolongs training.
indicate when a specific training task goal-pose is reached.
Above comments underline a benefit of training by TSHC. That is its simplicity and interpretability of hyperparameters. Assuming large computational power being available, (i) all of N restarts , N max iter , n and T max should be large, and (ii) should be small. Then, the only tunable hyperparameter remaining is σ pert . In practice, it was found that it should be selected sufficiently large to enable enough exploration in the NN parameter space. Hence, the choice σ pert ∼ U[10, 1000].
C. Neural Network Scheduling based on Vehicle Velocity
The TSHC algorithm used to encode a set of motion primitives in a NN was discussed above. Now it is proposed to partition a large set of motion primitives into subsets of motion primitives scheduled on vehicle velocity. Then, NNs may be learnt separately for each of these subsets by separate applications of the TSHC algorithm. As further demonstrated in the experiments of Sect. VI-D, this offers the advantage that learning effort can be adapted to difficulty of corresponding subsets of training tasks, e.g., using different network parametrizations and hyperparameters. Consequently, the overall time to learn the entire set of motion primitives can be reduced significantly. A disadvantage is a natural increase in the total number of network parameters. However, the former advantages clearly outweigh the latter disadvantage. This is since, as will be shown in the experiments of Sect. VI, tiny NNs can be used to encode many motion primitives. First, a self-imposed guideline was to implement library-free code for the NN controller (such that in principle it could then run library-free on embedded hardware). Therefore, the tanh(·)-function is approximated by an implementation of an Lambert's continued fraction series expansion.
Second, as outlined in Sect. IV-B, parameter candidates θ i are generated by affine perturbations with zero-mean Gaussian noise and spherical variance σ 2 pert . Therefore, uniform random numbers are first generated according to [24] , before Gaussian random variables are generated based on the Box-Muller method [25] . One instance of the latter method simultaneously generates two scalar Gaussian variables. Both are used to generate consecutive entries in θ i . This enables library-free code. Furthermore, the same methods for uniform and Gaussian random variables are used on both GPU and CPU host. Thus, only θ from (8) and scalar random seeds need to be passed to the n GPU kernels (workers), before parameter candidates are then generated directly on the GPU. A ranking of the performance of these n workers and knowledge of their seed numbers then permits to reconstruct the best i and corresponding θ i on the CPU host.
Third, for final experiments each of n GPU kernels implements one of n workers such that n parameter candidates are tested in parallel. For completeness, nested parallelization with solving training tasks in parallel for each parameter candidate is in general also possible. This was also tested and implemented by using Cuda's atomicAdd(·)-function and an algebraic mapping to reconstruct a specific training task from a kernel's thread index. For our scenario with 1 GPU this method did, however, not accelerate training. In contrast, the preferred method testing n parameter candidates in parallel implies that all N tasks training tasks are tested for each parameter candidate and GPU kernel, before a cumulative score is returned to the CPU host. Training tasks are generated directly on the GPU within nested for-loops instead of precomputation to minimize memory requirements.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Tolerances indicating the reaching of a desired goal pose are set as d = 0.25m and v = 5km/h. As will be discussed, ϕ is relevant only for Experiment 1 and is set as 5 
C. Experiment 3: effects of netw structure
Experiment 3 is identical to Experiment 2 except for that i) T m ax is increased from 500 to 1000, and ii) three different network types (FSCN, SCN [7] 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a ... -described a general-purpose model based control design method: learning on separate tasks using gradient-free hillclimbing for the encoding of motion primitives. Therefore, Results are summarized in Table I , Fig. 2 Several observations can be made. First, VVCs clearly improve learning progress for both kinematic and dynamic vehicle models, see Fig. 2 . Second, the inclusion of a t [0] in feature vector s t clearly helps: compare s6 and s7 (solving all tasks) vs. s5 (omitting a t [0] from s t and not solving all tasks). Note also the robustness for the former cases w.r.t. restarts. As N rest = 10 indicates, for s6 all 125 tasks are solved for all restarts. Third, despite varying σ pert randomly according to Section IV-B, an evolution of parameters over i iter and corresponding learning progress can be observed, see Fig. 2 (b) and (d) . Fourth, significantly faster training times are observed for the kinematic in comparison to the dynamic vehicle model. This is since model simulations are much more complex for the latter, which accumulates to longer T tot learn . Fourth, as Fig. 3 shows within limited T tot learn desirable steering trajectories with small maximum lateral overshoot of only 0.41m (among all tasks) from optimal y = 0 are learnt. Fig. 3 further indicates that monotonous velocity profiles are learnt. Finally, note that FSCNs with only one hidden layer and unit were sufficient to encode all training tasks.
B. Experiment 2: Effects of network size for FSCNs
Experiment 2 is characterized by (i) feature vector
and (ii) T max = 500, (iii) a comparison of FSCNs for different numbers of hidden layers and units per hidden layer, (iv) (N restarts , N Table II . Several comments are made. First, note how T tot learn quickly rises with increasing network size. Experiment 2 was setup such that neither of the solutions in Table II solved all 585 tasks to (i) better illustrate the effects of different network sizes on FSCN-performance, and to (ii) underline the role of T max in combination with Experiment 3, which treats the exact same training tasks.
Second, (9) differs from the 5-, 6-and 7D feature vectors discussed in Sect. II-C and Experiment 1. Feature vector s t according to (9) is our preferred choice. This is motivated for three reasons. (i) While experimenting with different training task generation schemes it was found that including x goal -and ϕ goal -related components in s t made training task setup much more complicated for control tasks requiring lateral motion. Gridding that guarantees feasibility, simultaneously enables to limit learning effort (limitedly small T max ), generalizes enough and therefore does not require much manual tuning is difficult. In contrast, gridding over the components of (9) is relatively straightforward. (ii) Since the NN controller is ultimately envisioned in combination with obstacle avoidance feasibility checks along forward simulated trajectories in a receding horizon fashion, focusing on y goal -related training tasks appears suitable therefore and sufficient to encode lateral motion agility in NNs. This discussion is subject of ongoing work, see also Experiment 4 and Fig. 4 for illustration and Sect. VII. (iii) Furthermore, focus on y enables control mirroring w.r.t. steering. This permits to limit training tasks to y goal ≥ 0 and thus use free training capacities to increase, e.g., lateral spacing resolution. To summarize, based on above observations, in particular on T tot learn and N netw param , for our purpose of encoding motion primitives in NNs it is found that MLPs are still preferrable as function approximators over both SCNs [7] and also its extension FSCNs. MLPs are the focus in Experiment 4.
D. Experiment 4: Neural network scheduling on velocity
Experiment 4 is characterized by (i) comparing feature vector s t from (9) and its 5D extension including a t The results are summarized in Tables IV, V Table IV) , and (ii) the ability to quicker detect difficult subsets of training tasks that can consequently also be resolved faster after modification of hyperparameters or even NN parametrization. Second, results of Table V suggest to prefer a 4D over a 5D s t . The reduction of accumulated P for all 10 subsets of tasks solved completely by both MLP-[4,1,2] and MLP- [5, 1, 2] is 15% for the former vs. the latter. Third, the capabilities of tiny NNs with only 10 parameters for MLP- [4, 1, 2] are demonstrated. These were tested both when (i) encoding all 14625 motion primitives at once, and (ii) learning subsets of 1125 tasks scheduled on vehicle velocity. It is remarkable that a MLP-[4,1,2] with 10 parameters (with θ V V C ) can encode 13685 motion primitives to desired -precision. Note that for the scheduling solution overall 13 MLPs are learnt, with each having 10 parameters. Fourth, it is stressed that training tasks of Experiment 4 are not easy. Since these are generated uniformly, in the extreme case, the steering angle is initialized as δ 0 = −20
• at an initial v x,0 = 120km/h. This resulted in learnt trajectories with a maximum lateral overshoot of 62.1m before recovery of the desired y goal . For visualization see also Fig. 4 where the lateral maximum overshoot is slightly more than 10m for an initial v x,0 = 50m/h. The left frame of Fig. 4 is displayed to underline that for limited learning time only local optimal trajectories (according to the shortest path criterion subject to actuator and system constraints) are learnt. Trajectories are approximately balanced, but not entirely. Not displayed for brevity but very interestingly to observe was that for v x,0 = 0 and δ 0 < 0 • trajectories were learnt that first reverse drive for some time before only then accelerating forward. This fully makes sense given the initial negative tire heading, the pathlength minimization objective for P and y goal ≥ 0. Finally, as indicated in Table V and discussed above through the lateral overshoots, more difficult learning was observed for the higher velocity tasks. Here, tasks were setup (i) for demonstration that difficult motion primitives can still be encoded, and (ii) to motivate future work on automated extraction of meaningful motion primitives from real-world driving data, especially for higher vehicle velocities.
VII. CONCLUSION Several methods were presented for efficient encoding of motion primitives in neural networks. Therefore in particular (i) specific virtual velocity constraints, (ii) neural network scheduling based on vehicle velocity, (iii) training task setups dismissing [x goal , ϕ goal ]-related components and focusing on y goal for a 4D feature vector selection, and (iv) the capabilities of tiny neural networks were promoted. Furthermore, (i) a 3-states-2-controls kinematic and 16-states-2-controls dynamic model comparison, (ii) discussion of 3 feedforward neural network architectures including weighted skip connections, and (iii) implementation details of model-based and gradient-free training using 1 GPU were discussed. Findings were illustrated by means of 4 simulation experiments.
Main subject of future work is closed-loop evaluation. This comprises robustness analysis for scenarios unseen during training, vehicle model mismatches, and analysis of the combination with a reference setpoint selector with obstacle avoidance inequality checks of closed-loop forward simulated trajectories in a receding horizon fashion. Here, the preferred 4D feature vector with focus on y goal -selection is believed to enable the design of simple recursive waypoint selectors. Waypoints may also be concatenated to generate trajectory-trees that then permit very long planning horizons.
